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Abstract

This paper learns about leadership and communication styles on the culture of innovation in FIFGROUP. The leader are be visionary, competent, be able to influence the team for innovation and encourage his team and make effective communications to take part in the organization. Indicator Success an organization when the leader walk the talk, able to effective communication, has contributed performance, focus on innovation process and be role model as part of the innovation culture organization.

When Organization face the problem about innovation, innovation is suck and useless for another subordinat buat for company innovation is must be create. Case Study in (PT. FEDERAL INTERNATIONAL FINANCE) FIFGROUP one of member Astra International very interesting because in FIFGROUP on of Astra International member focus on innovation but innovation not yet a part of daily task and performance. Success Indicator function leader as role model is important thing, internalization Values, mindset innovation is important to make FIFGROUP sustainability, effective Communication and sense or urgency when organization face the problem and able love change in era digital.
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Introduction

Effective organizations have a clear vision and mission to support the organization to grow and develop. Effective organizations have two elements, namely Information Technology and people members of organizations and leaders. From the Information technology element, it can not be separated from changes and innovations as well as from the elements of people, the need for people competence also follows technological developments. At this time an effective organization is an organization that is able to produce innovations to support it continues to grow and develop, then a culture of innovation is created in the organization.

Many organizations have made innovations to survive and grow, but many have failed, for example the failure of Blackberry innovation as a smartphone with the presence of Android. Failure to foster an innovation culture is often influenced by the role of the leader and the disruption of the
communication processes within the organization. The role of the Leader in conveying the vision and vision of the organization as an engine drive organization greatly determines the success of the organization. Engine drive is the role of a leader who is able to apply a leadership style with a 360 degree Leader principle. (Maxwell, 2011). The role of leaders is required to be able to lead subordinates walk the talk, listen and encourage subordinates, transfer vision, appreciate results. Leading up by lightening the burden on your leader, wanting to do what others don't want to know, knowing when to push and when to hold back and more. Leading aside by equipping fellow leaders without competing, letting the best ideas win, running a "leadership circle.

The role of the 360 degree leader can also be found in The Leadership Contract (Thisle, 2016; Moliarno, 2015) that the role of leaders includes competency as (1) decision maker, (2) acting responsibly, (3) visionary, (4) synergize with a team that has a positive or negative influence. The positive influence of the leader will be a beloved and respected leader but the negative influence of the leader is feared even if his existence is only a symbol.

The purpose of this study is to ascertain whether the role of the leader and his communication style can contribute to the development of an innovation culture in the organization. The leader must have three basic elements that can have a major impact on personal effectiveness and organization continuity. (Dale Benson, 2016) A clear vision to be achieved, encouraging people who are in the organization to grow, responsibility is responsible for what they do and say as a leader.

Becoming an effective leader requires deployment (Lisa Firmin, 2014) including (1) Emotional Intelligence, (2) focus on mission, flexible attitude, (3) strategist, (4) building teamwork, (5) innovating, (6) able to organize well and have loyalty to the organization.

Leaders must be able to map their leadership and have similar value added things also delivered to be dynamic leaders (Manning, 2002; Roberson, 2002) who have vision, are able to influence the team, are able to explain the framework, identify leadership well.

Good leadership requires a good communication style, including the ability to influence the team, because it requires the communication of interpersonal communication and communication within the organization.


Other functions Leaders in organizations also carry out their functions as mediators. Where as a mediator is required to be able to communicate both directly and indirectly and both within the organization and personally in the network / network. Acting fairly and behaving is acceptable to all team members. So that a leader must be able to become a servant and foster a culture of mutual service within the organization by giving a positive influence to both the individual and team performance. Service for a leader (Greenleaf, 1970) based on thinking of giving the best motivation to team members to create satisfaction and fulfill aspects of team needs is a top priority. Leaders who pay attention to the team, behave humbly will stimulate a strong relationship from the team and foster the courage of the team to build solid performance in the organization.
A solid team is built from employees and the lead role is to motivate employees to innovate, the higher their motivation, the higher their involvement in innovation. Employees need to be trained and educated before they can have a positive impact on the innovation process (Koen and Kohli, 1998; Loewe and Dominiquini, 2003; Pohlmann et al. 2005; Brennan and Dooley, 2005; Shipton et al., 2006). Employee motivation to be innovative (Mostafa, 2005). In this case the existence of employees is seen from four (1) motivation in innovation, (2) knowledge and skills, (3) personality and (4) training.

Changes can occur internally or externally through the media or change leaders with messages of innovation. Important elements that can encourage an innovation to be accepted in an organization when it has implications for changes in the culture of innovation, some of these elements are: (1) change agents, leaders have innovation initiatives; (2) the perception of people adopting an innovation is crucial in a change; (3) the first adoption process is stimulated by interpersonal contact in the influence of the network, where previous adopters influence the perception and practice of new influences (Little John, 2011: 378).

Innovation for organizations is very important for the survival of the organization by introducing new ideas, new goods, new services and more useful new ways. Innovation is an invention that is interpreted as something new for a person or group of people in the form of discovery or something that already exists before but made improvements or in the form of inventions or something that has never existed at all can also be a means to achieve goals or solve certain problems (Anna Poejiadi, 2001). Innovation is expected to be an organizational culture that develops in accordance with the conditions and needs of the organization so as to be able to carry out the changes that occur.

Method

The organizational communication research method with literature review for this article and takes a case study of organizational communication in one of Astra International's subsidiaries, PT. Federal International Finance (FIFGROUP) comprises 216 branches throughout Indonesia, with line of business for new motorbike financing (NMC), electronics - SPEKTRA and microfinancing - DANASTRA as well as financing for Hajj and Umrah -AMITRA. Observational field studies of (1) communication behavior at the level of leader employees, back office employees and field employees. (2) observing the communication patterns of the digital era: E-mail, video conferencing, social media and digital learning, (3) literature studies from international journals and Leadership themed literatures.

Result and Discussion

Result

FIFGROUP is a subsidiary of Astra International proving as a company that is able to grow and develop because of innovation. Innovations that become organizational culture are influenced by the role of leaders, organizational communication styles in FIFGROUP. One of the positive evidences that become its strengths are (1) business anomalies that occur in FIFGROUP which remain profitable even though other Astra International subsidiaries experience sharp decreases in profits such as United Tractor, Bank Permata. (2) FIFGROUP is able to adapt even though there are external - OJK regulations that regulate increasingly stringent financing conditions, (3) Launch of an innovative application based on technology in the form of FIF Mobile application for consumers, ACTION to support employee work in the billing section, and E-Learning independent learning products through the internet for employees as supporting competency enhancements and video conference facilities for meetings and updates from the head office to branches (4) the existence of an Innovation Award for leaders and all employees who submit their ideas and innovations with cash rewards and tours abroad for winners. (5) Branch
Competition with rewards for cash money, Umrah / holy tour and overseas trips for Section Head - Branch Managers of Branches in building team synergy by contributing the best performance at the national level.

On the other FIFGROUP also found weaknesses as an improvement leadership process (1) Branch growth requires competent man power, (2) miss communication in delivering some management messages to subordinates because of communication and leadership styles, (3) jobs with inappropriate competencies, (4) Communication barriers of the digital era sometimes depend on network stability.

Discussion

Phenomenon that occurs in an increasingly hypercompetitive environment, organizations survive and develop based on dexterity in making strategies, flexible, capable of responding to changes quickly. This rapid change is what often creates problems in fostering a culture of innovation in the organization. The effect of the effectiveness of a leader's communication in solving problems that occur can make the organization develop well or even deteriorate.

Leadership communication that often occurs is where the structure, the communication method is ideal as to be able to create effective communication between leaders and team members both directly and indirectly. A leader also to have competence in communication to influence his team in achieving organizational goals. But the phenomenon that occurs is sometimes the opposite ideal communication reality is fragile and messy because leaders are trapped not in the conditions of work routines whose biggest role as managers tends to act authoritarian and delegative, communicating tends to be reactive and aggressive and utilize human resources. The opportunity to influence and grow the role of the leader is still there, but the portion decreases even though the role of leader is usually respected, tends to act democratically, proactively and assertively in communication, becomes an example-role model of how subordinates must do, build teams, invite teams to do together.

Leader's role becomes very important when leaders know their role and how to implement a communication style will easily influence the team to contribute to innovation, making it easier to foster a culture of innovation.

Obstacles to employees are reluctant to take part in innovation, one of them because of the influence in communication. Communicating in organizations has the potential to encourage organizations to develop but also can otherwise damage teamwork, disrupting team stability and slowing down the organization's goal. The leader in communicating well is who understands the character of his team and adjusts his leadership style to the subordinate personality type will have a positive impact in the form of (1) A solid team, loyalty and dedication in the team becomes a super team. (2) Proactive behavior towards change and want to innovate. (3) The team is motivated to achieve organizational goals, (4) Communicate effectively across positions both personally and organizationally. (5) Leader morality instills values in Teamwork, Excellence, Achieving and Moving Forward (TEAM) to all employees so that organizational performance develops and grows. (6) Become a role model in the internal and ambassador to external parties. (7) Be objective for all team members.

But if the leader in communication tends to be aggressive and reactive it will have a negative impact in the form of (1) the occurrence of subjectivity, (2) conflict in the organization, (3) working relationships far from the nuances of teamwork and superman. (4) Solid-not-oriented departments are more concerned with individual and group interests. (5) behavior tends to be easily reactive, (6) reluctant to be involved in innovation (7) when a crisis occurs it is easy to give up and blame others rather than find solutions. (8) Miss communication occurs.
A leader becomes a role model so the walk the talk expression greatly influences the process and effectiveness of communication. Trust building can be built by good communication, honest responsibility and continuously. From the study in the field of leader communication to subordinates in the form of direct communication when delegating tasks and when evaluating as coaches in the process of co-counseling, with fellow leaders, communication within the group was built that complemented their weaknesses and strengths in terms of competence and communication to create synergy. This is a best practice from 360 degree Leadership, where the power of leaders arises not because of one leader so that if there is a change it will reduce the crisis of a certain "character" leader. But leadership can also be destroyed by the way of communicating itself if it does not pay attention to needs, consequences and be reactive-arrogant. On the other hand Collaboration Leadership, which has not yet maturity, will create a loss for the team because the team must translate various interests of different leaders even though they still have the same corporate goal of profit and growth.

The way to overcome the crisis of attendance and the role of the leader is very important, of course because the influence, authority and competence of the leader of the organization is one of them to resolve the crisis and rebuild the integrity of the organization. Physical leader presence is very important, what if in the digital era even though leaders sometimes do not interact directly, the presence of Virtual forms of referrals in E-mail, Social Media or digital video conferencing that may not be physically present but authority, responsibility, orders or even the guidelines can still be accepted and implemented by the team.

**Conclusion**

The most important role of the leader must be able to translate the organization's vision and mission and convey it to the team to achieve organizational goals. Having competence and having an open mind towards change, being a role model and prioritizing employees as agents in innovating and influencing them involved in innovation. Being a continuation of the innovation process and creating a culture of innovation both from technology and from people so that the organization remains sustainable. The conclusion of this article is that a leader in an organization must have a vision and mission for sustainable and organizational growth and apply the principles of 360 degrees of leadership in the organization up, down and pears. A leader also has good communication, is a role model, is able and responsive to change especially in the digital era, able to influence the team and encourage to achieve organizational goals, have morals and integrity, be flexible, accountable and dare to take risks, have competency to overcome crisis both caused internally and externally.

Leaders in organizations when communicating to teams both directly and indirectly or as ambassadors to external parties must uphold, honesty and accountability, show competence and reliability, be proactive and flexible, responsible and able to carry out control functions, adapt and already responsive when a crisis occurs, making communication as an effective suggestion to create teamwork, have courage, want to learn from failure. There is no need to be a top leader if you want to lead because effective leadership can start from yourself, recognize weaknesses and self-advantages, potential in communicating, be open to change and have a positive attitude to innovation beneficial to organizational sustainability.
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